
Wednesday 24 May 2017 – Morning
GCSE GUJARATI
A811/01 Listening

You will now have finished the five minutes’ reading time for this paper. The test will begin now.
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES
• During this introduction you should tell the invigilator immediately if you have any difficulty in 

hearing the recording. Once the questions have begun, the recording will not be stopped.
• Write your name, centre number and candidate number in the boxes above. Please write 

clearly and in capital letters.
• Use black ink.
• Answer all the questions.
• Read each question carefully. Make sure you know what you have to do before starting your 

answer.
• Write your answer to each question in the space provided. Additional paper may be used if 

necessary but you must clearly show your candidate number, centre number and question 
number(s).

• Do not write in the barcodes.

INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES
• The number of marks is given in brackets [ ] at the end of each question or part question.
• The total number of marks for this paper is 50.
• Listen carefully to the instructions and follow the example for each exercise.
• There will be pauses to give you time to read the questions and to write your answers.
• You will hear all the recordings twice.
• You may write your answers at any time during the test.
• You do not have to write in full sentences and your answers will not be marked for the 

accuracy of the language.
• Dictionaries are not allowed.
• Open your booklet now.
• This document consists of 12 pages. Any blank pages are indicated.
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Exercise 1: Questions 1 to 5

Shreya’s best friend

In this exercise you will hear five short statements in Gujarati.

You will hear each statement TWICE.

Listen and tick the correct box.

Example:

Shreya’s best friend is …

A B C

The correct answer is: B

1 Shreya’s friend has …

 
A B C

 [1]

2 Shreya’s friend is …

 
A B C

 [1]
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3 They often go …

 
A B C

 [1]

4 Then Shreya and her friend …

 
A B C

 [1]

5 In the evening Shreya and her friend … 

 
A B C

 [1]

[Total: 5 marks]
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Exercise 2: Questions 6 to 12

School and home

What does Maahir say about school and home?

Read the questions and look at the pictures.

A B C

D E F

G H J
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Listen and for each question write the correct letter in the box. 

 Example:

  C

6   [1]

7   [1]

8   [1]

9    [1]

10   [1]

11   [1]

12   [1]

 [Total: 7 marks]
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Exercise 3: Questions 13 to 18

Suhana’s holidays

Read the list and the sentences.

A aunt
B chips
C coast
D eat a meal
E ice-cream
F mother
G shade
H riverbank
J sand castles
K sand houses
L sleep
M sunbathe
N sunshine
O waste time

Listen and write the correct letter in the box.

 Example:

 Suhana usually stays in a rented house on the … C

13 Suhana always wants …   [1]

[Pause]

14 She likes looking at the sea and eating …  [1]

15 Suhana and her brother make …  [1]

[Pause]

16 They are going to Bali because of her ...  [1]

17 On arrival, Suhana wants to …  [1]

18 She does not want to …  [1]

[Total: 6 marks]
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Exercise 4: Questions 19 to 24

Disha and Eshaan are talking about doing things at home

Read the sentences.

Listen and complete the sentences briefly IN ENGLISH.

Example:
next weekDisha is moving house  ............................ .

19 Eshaan thinks moving house is  .......................................................................................................

 ..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

20 Eshaan thinks the most difficult thing is to decide  ............................................................................

 ..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

21 After he has read his books, Eshaan  ...............................................................................................

 ..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

[Pause]

22  Disha needs her books to  ...............................................................................................................

 ..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

23 Disha keeps a note when she  ..........................................................................................................

 ..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

24 Disha sends any books she doesn’t want to a  ............................................................................ [1]

[Total: 6 marks]
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Exercise 5: Questions 25 to 29

Healthy living and sport

Read the questions.

Listen and write short answers IN ENGLISH.

Example:

What does Jugal include in a healthy diet?

a lot of vegetables.............................................................

25 What did Jugal have for breakfast?

 ..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

26 Describe his eating habits. (Give two details)

 (a)   .............................................................................................................................................. [1]

 (b)   .............................................................................................................................................. [1]

[Pause]

27 What does Jugal’s brother do that is unhealthy?

 ..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

[Pause]

28 What sport did Jugal use to do on Saturdays? 

 ..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

29 How could he lead an even healthier life? (Give two details)

 (a)   .............................................................................................................................................. [1]

 (b)   .............................................................................................................................................. [1]

[Total: 7 marks]
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Exercise 6: Questions 30 to 35

What have the people done recently?

Read the list and the names. 

A  … arrived late 

B  … called someone
 
C  … fell asleep

D  … disappointed someone

E  ... forgot something

F  ... lost jewellery

G  … started learning a language

H  … worked abroad

J  … worked too much

Listen and write the correct letter in the box. 

 Example:

 Parul ...  C

30 Bhavna …  [1]

31 Manav ...   [1]

32 Naseem ...  [1]

33 Aryaa …   [1]

34 Shibani …  [1]

35 Naren …   [1]

 [Total: 6 marks]
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Exercise 7: Questions 36 to 39

Young people and their opinions

Look at the exercise.

Listen and write short answers IN ENGLISH.

 Example:

 Kishan:

          communication (a) agrees that these days youngsters have more .....................................................................

    mobile phones (b) because of the frequent use of .............................................................................................

36 Prem:

    the Internet (a) thinks that these days youngsters rely a lot on  ....................................................................

 (b) because they want to get  ..................................................................................................... [1]

37 Riya: 

 (a) writes a blog on  ................................................................................................................... [1]

 (b) because she thinks it’s not difficult to  .................................................................................. [1]

38 Salman: 

 (a) believes the use of the Internet is  ........................................................................................ [1]

 (b) but it is important to know the difference between ............................................................... [1]

39 Bhanu: 

 (a) takes part in programmes to help  ........................................................................................ [1]

 (b) because she thinks this experience is  ................................................................................. [1]

[Total: 7 marks]
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Exercise 8: Questions 40 to 45 

A talk about a charity

Read the questions.

Listen and write short answers IN ENGLISH.

Example:

What does Zareena’s organisation encourage young people to do?

to better use their free time......................................................................

40 What sort of activities should young people choose?

 ..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

41 What would many young people like to get?

 ..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

42 Which type of voluntary work is the most popular?

 ..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

[Pause]

43 Why is carpentry popular among young people?

 ..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

44 What does Zareena think her organisation contributes towards?

 ..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

45 What does the young woman think she will gain?

 ..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

[Total: 6 marks]

END OF QUESTION PAPER
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